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Abstract—Queue management is a crucial part of service
industry. Business has to deal with the uncertainty of arrival
customer and the trade-off between the costs of providing
capacity and customer satisfaction. Matching service capacity
with the arrival customer is difficult so the system utilization is
low in the low periods and customers have to wait for a long time
in the peak period. Due to long waiting, some customer
abandons the queue before receiving service. Customer
abandonment affects business revenue and the system utilization.
To relieve the effect of the customer abandonment, this paper
aims to propose Artificial Neural Network based waiting time
predictor with queue reservation system. The proposed system
increases the system utilization and increase customer
satisfaction at the same time. Instead of abandonment,
customers can reserve their place in queue if the waiting time is
too long and they can do other activities while waiting.
Moreover, the proposed system provides the accurate estimated
waiting time to each customer instead of queue-length. The
accurate waiting time enables arrival customers to better decide
on the reservation options. 95% of our predicted waiting time is
accurate within 5 minutes. Comparing to the system without the
queue reservation system, the system utilization and the number
of the arrival customer completed service improve 13% and
54% respectively.
Index Terms—Queue management system, waiting time
prediction, queue reservation system, artificial neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Waiting in queue is common in queue daily activities such
as buying coffee, seeing a doctor, thus managing queue is a
crucial part in service industry. Waiting for a long time in
queue has a negative effect on service evaluation [1], [2].
Therefore, many businesses try to reduce the waiting time by
providing the service capacity.
Unfortunately, providing too much service capacity
increase the operational costs. Moreover, the arrival pattern
of customer is random and fluctuate. The management has to
deal with the random arrival pattern the trade-off between the
costs and customer satisfaction. Thus, the waiting time is too
long in peak periods and the system utilization is low in low
periods.
In the peak periods, customers have to wait for a long time,
and some customer may abandon from the queue before
receiving service. The customer abandonment affects
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business revenue and the system utilization. The service
capacity is fixed but the customer received service and the
revenue reduce from the abandonment.
Based on the customer abandonment problem, this paper
aims to proposed the waiting time predictor based Artificial
Neural Network and the queue reservation system which
relieve the abandonment of customer. Instead of
abandonment, customers are allowed to reserve their place in
queue based on the estimated waiting time provided by the
predictor.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the background of the study. The
proposed system is explained in Section III. Experiments and
result are discussed in Section IV and Section V respectively.
The paper is summarized in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND
To managing queuing system, many businesses, especially
bank service, apply Queuing Theory and the computer
simulation to reduce the waiting time and to increase the
system utilization [3]-[5]. However, the solution from the
queuing theory and the computer simulation is optimal when
the queuing system reaches the steady-state and must follow
the queuing model in the simulation. The queuing system in
reality is not stable and does not reach the steady-state
because the pattern of arrival customer is random and
fluctuate.
Based on the limitation of queuing theory and the
simulation, researcher and business focus on managing
customer perception. Business generally provide some
hospitality such as coffee, WIFI for customers. Furthermore,
the methods that is interesting by many researchers is
providing time to be served or the estimated waiting time to
each customer because customers feel less anxious if they
know the time to be served [6].
Many techniques such as the historical based predictor,
Queue-length based predictor, machine learning based
predictor, artificial neural network is applied to predict the
waiting time [7]-[10].
However, no technique can update when the queuing
system was changed. To update the system, the artificial
neural network-based predictor with the update system is
proposed by [11]. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is
selected to be the waiting time predictor because ANN is
powerful tool for solving many problems and can handle
multi-input and non-linear problems [12]. The system is
designed to use the computer vision technology to detect
queue-length and the exponential weight moving average
(EWMA) to monitor and update the average service time. The
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update queuing parameters are sent to the waiting time
predictor.
To provide the estimated waiting time to each customer,
most of business recently implement the ticket queue
management system. Arrival customers receive a ticket which
contain their number and queue information such as
queue-length and the estimated waiting time.
Nowadays, the communication technologies such as
smartphone has been developed. The ticket queue is also
developed by using the technologies and is applied in many
places such as hospital, bank, coffee shop [13]-[15].
Customer remotely get the ticket from their smartphone or
website.
Although customers are convenient for registering to the
queue, the disadvantage of the ticket queue and the developed
system is losing queue information [16]. The system does not
update the queue-length when customer abandon from the
queue the customers often overestimated their waiting time,
and lead to the customer abandonment problem
In order to solve the problem, this paper aims to proposed
the accurate waiting time predictor and queue reservation
system because the reservation can shift the customers from
the peak period and the reserved customers is no need to wait
for long time [17]. However, the research about the queue
reservation has been lack, so this study also proposes the idea
of queue reservation which can improve customer satisfaction
and the system utilization.

ANN is queue-length, the number of server and average
service time. Based on [11], the average service time is
monitored and updated by Exponential Weight Moving
Average control chart (EWMA). EWMA is the control chart
for detecting the small shift in mean [18].
Let u be the average service time,  be the standard
deviation of service time, bi be the estimated service time of
customer i , xi be the actual service time of customer i ,
 and L be EWMA parameters. The steps of EWMA are
described as follow.
ˆ  and L
Step 1: Initialize u,  , b,
Step 2: Estimate the service time of customer i by using (1)

bi   xi  (1   ) bˆ i 1

(1)

Step 3: Calculate lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB)
as using (2) and (3)
LB  u  L

LB  u  L


(2   )


(2   )

[1  (1   )2i ]

(2)

[1  (1   )2i ]

(3)

Step 4: If bˆi  UB or bˆi  UB then u  UB
Step 5: Repeat step 2 until the system termination.
Once the queue parameters are updated, the parameters are
sent to ANN. The architecture of ANN in the proposed system
is a single hidden layer feedforward as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A single hidden layer feedforward.

Based on [19], the single hidden layer feedforward consists
of 3 layers which are input layer, hidden layer and the output
layer. There are M hidden neuron in the hidden layer. In this
research, the inputs of the ANN are queue-length, number of
servers and average service time which is represented as
follow.
 u (t) 
(4)
Ρ  Q(t )  , for t  1, 2,3,...
 s(t ) 

Fig. 1. The proposed queue reservation system.

III. THE PROPOSED QUEUE RESERVATION SYSTEM
The proposed system is the queue management system that
allows customers to reserve the queue. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
Arrival customers receive the ticket which provide the
estimated waiting time. Customers can choose to stay in the
waiting area or choose to reserve their place in queue and do
other activities before receiving service. For the late reserved
customers, customers generally dispose from the queue in the
general queue system, but the proposed system has the insert
algorithm that insert some customer back to the queue.
Customers has a chance to rejoin the queue. The detail of each
component will be discussed as follows.
The first component which is important for the system and
the customer is the waiting time predictor because customer
decide to reserve their queue based on the predicted waiting
time. In the proposed system, Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) is used as the waiting time predictor, and the inputs of

where u (t ) is the average service time at time t , Q (t ) is
queue-length at time t , s (t ) is the number of servers at time
t , t is the discrete time, P is the inputs vectors of ANN.
The output of i layer is the input of i  1 layer. The output
of the output layer is the predicted waiting time denoted as
wˆ ANN . The output of each layer is calculated by using (5)-(7)

a0  P

(5)

ai 1  f i 1  wi 1ai  bi 1  for i  0,1

(6)

a2   wˆ ANN 
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(7)
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Table I, and the arrival rate is Poisson distribution with a
mean of λ which is adjusted based on the load ρ, and number
of servers.
The simulation of the proposed queue reservation system is
built based on the diagram in Fig. 1. Customers decide to
reserve or stay based on the waiting time and their tolerance
time. The reserved customer does other activities and return
to the queue. The reserved customer who their queue has been
called is considered to rejoin the queue by the insert
algorithm.
For the queuing system without queue reservation system,
the simulation of the system is built as shown in Fig. 4.
Customer decide to abandon or stay based on the waiting time
and their tolerance time. The abandoned customer also does
other activities and return to the queue, but the customer who
their queue has been called must be disposed from the queue
or rejoin the queue at the back of the queue.

where ai is the input vector of layer i , bi is the biased vector
of layer i , w i is the weights of layer i , f i is the activate
function of layer i .
The predicted waiting time from ANN is provided to each
customer. Customers compare the predicted waiting time with
the tolerance time. Let Ti the tolerance time of customer

i and wˆ i be the predicted waiting time of customer i .
If Ti  wˆ i , the customers will reserve the queue, customers
would reserve the queue. Otherwise, the customers will not
reserve and stay in the waiting area provided by services. The
reserved customers do their activities such as shopping,
having lunch and come back to the queue and receive the
service.
However, there is some reserved customer who come back
and their queue is calling. The late customers generally
re-entry to the service at the back of the queue, but the
proposed system has a special feature called “insert
algorithm” which considers and inserts the late customers to
the queue. The reserved customers who are late have a chance
to rejoin the queue.
The idea of the insert algorithm is searching the available
time slot in queue. The available time slot of customer i is
calculated by (8)

Di  wˆ i  Ei  Rˆi

(8)

where wˆ i is the estimated waiting time, Ei is the elapsed time
from the arrival time, Rˆi is the remaining waiting time
calculated from the position of customer i , Di is the
available time slot of customer i in queue. As shown in Fig. 3,
the steps of the insert algorithm are described as follows.
Step 1: Select customer k
Step 2: Check queue-length, denoted as NQ
If NQ  0 , then set i  1 . Otherwise insert customer to the

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the insert algorithm.
TABLE I: THE SCHEDULE OF THE TEST SYSTEM
Arrival Rate (λ)
Time
(min/customer) Service Time Resource P(Load)
8.00-9.00
1.25
Norm(1,0.75)
1
0.80
9.00-10.00
1.05
Norm(1,0.75)
1
0.95
10.00-11.00
0.51
Norm(1,0.75)
2
0.99
11.00-12.00
0.45
Norm(1,0.75)
2
1.1
12.00-13.00
0.30
Norm(1,0.75)
3
1.1
13.00-14.00
0.51
Norm(1,0.75)
2
0.99
14.00-15.00
1.05
Norm(1,0.75)
1
0.95
15.00-16.00
1.25
Norm(1,0.75)
1
0.80

queue.
Step 3: Calculate the available time slot of customer i
Step 4: If Di  1 , insert customer k to i position of the
queue. Otherwise, go to step 5.
Step 5: If i  NQ , dispose customer k to i position of the
queue. Otherwise, set i  i  1 and repeat step 3.

IV. EXPERIMENT
To evaluate the proposed system with the reservation
system, the experiments are designed to compare the
proposed queue reservation system and the queue system
without the queue reservation. The experiment setting is
described as followed.
A. Simulation of the Test System
The test system is dynamic multi-server queue systems, and
are simulated by SIMAN ARENA® Rockwell software. The
detail of the system is described as followed.
The system opens at 8.00 a.m. and closes at 16.00 p.m. The
Service time is normal distribution with a mean of 1 and a
standard deviation of 0.75. The system load (p) and number of
servers are dynamically changed based on the schedule in

Fig. 4. Diagram of the system without queue reservation system.

B. Test Case
In order to evaluated the proposed system, the experiment
is designed based on the customer abandonment as shown in
238
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wi is the actual waiting time of customer i , wˆ i is the

Table II. There are three levels of customer abandonment
which are low, medium and high. The abandonment level is
varied by adjusting the tolerance time. The tolerance time of
customer is exponential distribution with mean of  .

predicted waiting time of customer i .
The waiting time prediction for all customers is evaluated
by percentage of accuracy within the acceptance tolerance
such as 1 minutes, 3 minutes. Let N be the number of arrival
customers, ci be the accuracy indication of customer i , l be

The activity time outside the shop of each customer is
normal distribution with mean ut and  t . ut is calculated
based on the estimated waiting time of each customer,
denoted as wˆ i , and  t is equal to 0.5ut

the acceptance tolerance and %PA within l be the percent
accuracy within ± l . The percentage of the accuracy within
l is calculated by (12) and (13)

For all cases, the other queue parameters are set based on
the schedule. Training set, validation set and test set are run
30, 10 and 10 respectively.
C. Parameter Setting
ANN is programmed by MATLAB R2016a. The number
of neurons in the hidden layer is 5. The activated function of
the hidden layer is tan-sigmoid function and the activated
function of the output is pure linear function. ANN is trained
by backpropagation algorithm which the learning rate is 0.05.
λ and L of EWMA control chart in the monitoring system are
0.1 and 2.7 respectively. ANN is trained by 30 replications of
the test case.

% PA within l 

1
where ri  
0

1
N

i 1

i

(9)

,customer completed service
,otherwise

where N is the number of arrival customers, ri is the binary
variable which indicate that which customers completed the
service.
In order to compare the proposed system and the system
without queue reservation, the percentage of improvement
from the system without queue reservation is used as the
performance measurement. The percentage of improvement is
denoted as %improvement and calculated by (10).
%improvement 

(P O)
100
O

i 1

(13)

i

TABLE II: TEST CASE

(10)

where P is the performance of the proposed system and O is
the performance of the system without queue reservation.
The accuracy of the waiting time predictor needs to be
evaluated since the predicted waiting time is important for all
types of customers. The reserved customer plans their
activities based on the waiting time prediction. The error of
waiting time prediction is calculated by (11).
ei  wi  wˆ i

N

 c 100

To check the model, the customer information such as the
customer abandonment, the reserved customer is presented in
Table III. In the system without queue reservation, the
percentage of reservation in low abandonment, medium
abandonment and high abandonment is 8.41%, 33.94% and
60.47% respectively.
In the proposed system, the percentage of abandonment in
low abandonment, medium abandonment and high
abandonment is 16.79%, 58.81% and 80.41% respectively.
And, the percentage of late reserved customer in low
abandonment, medium abandonment and high abandonment
is 19.54%, 23.37% and 29.12% respectively.
Based on the result, the simulation model is corrected. The
percentage of reservation and the percentage of abandonment
increases as the tolerance time decreases. The percentage of
late reserved customer slightly increase as the tolerance time
decrease. In addition, the percentage of reservation in the
proposed system is more than the percentage of the
abandonment in the system without reservation because the
queue reservation increases the load of the system.
The accuracy of ANN based predictor in the proposed
system is reported in Table IV. The result shows that more
than 99% of the predicted waiting time is accurate within 10
minutes and more than 95% of the predicted waiting time is
accurate within 5 minutes.

N

 r 100

1
N

(12)

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

D. Performance Measurement
The objective of this study is to proposed the system with
reservation feature that can reduce customer abandonment
which affects the business revenue and the operation
efficiency. Percentage of customer completed service and the
utilization of the system are used to evaluate the system
performance. The utilization of the system is generated by
SIMAN ARENA® Rockwell software [20]. Let PC is the
percentage of customer completed service. The percentage of
customer completed service is calculated by using (9).
PC 

,ei  [-l , l ]
,otherwise

1
ci  
0

Case

Tolerance
Time

Low Abandonment

Expo(30)

Medium Abandonment

Expo(5)

High Abandonment

Expo(1)

Activity Time
while waiting
Norm
( wˆ i - t , 0.5  t )

Queue
System
Parameters
Based on
the
Schedule

TABLE III: CUSTOMER INFORMATION

Case

High
Abandonment
Medium
Abandonment
Low
Abandonment

(11)

where ei is error of the waiting time prediction of customer i ,
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%Abandonment

% Reservation

W/o
Reservation

With
Reservation

% Late of
Reserved
Customer

60.47%

80.41%

29.12%

33.94%

58.81%

23.37%

8.41%

16.79%

19.54%
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TABLE IV: PERCENTAGE OF ACCURACY OF ANN BASED PREDICTOR
%PA
%PA
%PA
%PA
Case
within 1
within 3
within 5
within 10
min
min
min
min
High Reservation
Medium
Reservation

55.1%

91.4%

97.7%

99.9%

50.8%

87.8%

95.7%

99.4%

Low Reservation

57.0%

92.6%

98.2%

99.9%

Based on the result, ANN in the proposed system can
provide the accurate waiting time to each customer. The
accurate waiting time enables arrival customer to better
decide on the reservation option; moreover, the accurate time
to be serve reduce the anxiety of customers who waits at the
waiting area.
The comparison between the proposed system and the
system without queue reservation system are presented in
Table V, Table VI, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The proposed system
outperforms the system without queue reservation.
Implementing the proposed system results in improvement of
54%, 28% and 7% in high abandonment case, medium
abandonment case and low abandonment case respectively.
And, the utilization of the system with the proposed system
improves 13%, 6% and 5% in high abandonment case,
medium abandonment case and low abandonment case
respectively.
Based on the result, the proposed system outperforms the
system without queue reservation in all cases. With the queue
reservation system, business can gain more revenue and
increase the utilization of the system.

Fig. 6. Plot of the system utilization of both systems.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the queue reservation system
with artificial neural network-based waiting time predictor.
The customer abandonment problem affects the business
revenue and the system utilization, so the proposed system is
developed for alleviating the customer abandonment
problem.
The proposed system allows customer to reserve their place
in queue if the waiting time is too long. The system provides
the predicted waiting time each customer by using Artificial
Neural Network. Unlike other systems, the proposed system
updates the inputs of the waiting time predictor. Exponential
Weight Moving Average (EWMA) control chart is applied to
monitor and update the average service time.
Customers decide to reserve the queue based on the
provided waiting time, and do other activities such as having
dinner, shopping while waiting. However, some customers
return to the shop and their queue has been called. The late
customers are generally disposed from the queue and have to
rejoin the queue at the back of the queue or abandon the queue.
In the proposed system, the customers have a chance to rejoin
the queue by the insert algorithm.
The proposed system is compared with the system without
the queue reservation system. The result shows that the
proposed system can increase business revenue and increase
the utilization of the system.
For further study, the lateness of the reserved customers
should be studied because the lateness of the reserved
customers is random. Moreover, the communication
technology such as smartphone should be implemented with
the queue reservation system. The technology will allow
customers to join or reserve their queue via their smartphone
and can also check their queue status in real-time.

TABLE V: COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF CUSTOMER COMPLETED
SERVICE
W/o
With
%
Case
Reservation
Reservation
Improvement
High
Abandonment
57.75%
89.16%
54%
Medium
Abandonment
72.69%
93.16%
28%
Low
Abandonment
91.61%
97.86%
7%
TABLE VI: COMPARISON OF THE SYSTEM UTILIZATION
W/o
With
%
Case
Reservation
Reservation
Improvement
High
Abandonment
Medium
Abandonment
Low
Abandonment

0.78

0.88

13%

0.88

0.93

6%

0.89

0.93

5%
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